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1. SMALL AREA UNEMPLOYMENT DATA
For the operation and investigation of a modern market
economy it is inevitable to obtain data describing the
labour market: economically active population, employment and unemployment, activity and unemployment
rates and other indicators.

of the differences of the labour market in different
areas of the country, which is important when distributing development resources. Another important aspect is the possibility of obtaining European
Union resources aimed to regional development. A
growing proportion of EU resources can be
attained by economically intergrated smaller areas,
even if they are in different administrative units or
even in different countries. Labour force data for
these areas can be calculated only if we have a
sound system of small area statistics.

These data can only be used correctly if they fulfill the
following conditions:
Not only the number of the registered unemployed
is important, but also the more realistic employment and unemployment numbers defined by ILO
(International Labour Organization). These data
may come from different surveys (usually household statistics, or labour force surveys) and statistical calculations.

Table 1. Labour force data of statistical microregions
and the error (? ) of the estimated data.

In addition to country level numbers, labour data of smaller areas
like counties, statistical regions,
or individual settlements need
also to be calculated. These data
are needed for the investigation

2. THE SAUS SYSTEM
Labour force data for small areas in Hungary are provided by the Small Area Unemployment Statistics System
(SAUS), originally developed and maintained by
MultiRáció Ltd. SAUS is accepted by the Hungarian
government as official data source since 1999.

The system is built in a way that it can be easily modified
to handle data of other countries or other types of surveys.
Main features of the system:
Gives up-to-date data about unemployment, emloyment and other labour force indexes in Hungary, on
regional, county and small area (statistical microregion and labour market area) level.

The system combines data from labour force surveys
with data from administrative sources using spatial and
time series statistical methods. This procedure filters out
most of the sampling error of the survey data, and yields
more reliable and spatially distributable estimations than
the direct estimation method.

Data can be used for international comparison and
analysis, as they are prepared following the international standards of ILO.

Application of this method also saves the considerable cost of getting data with the same reliability in
the traditional way of increasing sample size.
Calculations showed that the annual cost of a survey
with increased sample size would be an order of magnitude higher than the total annual cost of the SAUS
system including operation, development and maintanance.

The system applies optimized calculation methods,
that can lower the statistical errors of the estimations to an acceptable level also for small areas.
In addition to estimating small area data at a given
date, it also provides a time series view, applying
state-of-the-art time series analysis methods.
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The system is built in a modular and easy-to-handle way.
It can be installed and operated without any specific
knowledge, and does not require any special hardware.
The easily customizable reports can be presented in various formats, or serve as a starting point of further analyses.
The system includes a website built on the same

database, which can present the results in tabular
and graphical form on the web.
The estimations have been prepared for the National
Employment Office since 1999 as official data. These
data are used by various government organizations for
developing economic strategies.

You can see below some examples of the tables and graphs provided by the SAUS system.

1. Counties of Hungary, January 2003

2. Statistical regions of Hungary, January 2003

3. Statistical microregions of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county, January 2003
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4. Labour offices in Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén county, January 2003

3. METHODOLOGY
INPUT

DATA

In a modern economy, there are usually two independent
sources of unemployment data:
one built on the registration of unemployed people,
and

month), or was absent from work only temporarily
(because of sickness, vacation, bad weather,...).
Unemployed: every person aged 15-74 years who
did not work during the reference week,
was actively looking for work during the four
weeks previous to the interview,

another one coming from houshold surveys measureing unemployment and employment data
according to ILO definitions.
Both sources have their considerable advantages and
serious disadvantages as well. Big advantage of the registration data is that they are up-to-date and can be got in
any spatial details. Their disadvantage is that they can not
be used in international comparisions, and the calculation
of the unemployment rate needs other data that is not
detailed in the same way (economically active population). Household surveys, on the other hand, can measure
unemployment based on an international definition and
standard method, but cannot provide detailed and quick
information, becasue of the relatively small sample size.
Combination of these two data sources, together with
some supplementary data (e.g. population, monthly and
quarterly labour statistics) provides the best solution,
keeping the advantages and avoiding the disadvantages
of both sources.

was available to start work within the two weeks
following the survey week or were waiting to start
a new job within a period of 30 days.
Economically actives: every person aged 15-74, who
belongs to either of the above groups, that is the employed
and the unemployed together.
Economically inactives: All other persons in the 15-74 age
group. A special group of these is the passive unemployed,
who would like to work, but they did not seek work because
they do not see any hope to find a suitable job.
For the best estimations of the above data and the corresponding indexes the SAUS system builds on the following input
data sources:
Official mothly report about the number of registered unemployed.

ILO standards define the following labour statistics
terms:

Quarterly report about the results of the labour
Force Survey (LFS) performed by the Hungarian
Central Statistical Office (HCSO).

Employed: every person aged 15-74 years who worked
at least 1 hour for pay in the given period (the so called
reference week, which contains the 12. day of the

Annual population data
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ESTIMATOR

FUNCTIONS AND CALCULATION OF STATISTICAL ERROR

The aim of our procedure is to prepare reliable monthly
and quarterly estimations of the number of employed and
unemployed people in the regions, counties and small
areas, using the best combinations of various data
sources, estimaton and time series analysis methods.

CSO estimator (dX country(t)), taking into account the
requirement of additivity:

The direct estimator of the survey, originally published by the
Central Statistical Office was without bias, but had an unacceptably high variance when applied to smaller areas due to the relatively small sample size. It is especially true in the case of
monthly data, where it is inevitable to use time series analysis
methods. Fluctuations in quarterly data are of course much
smaller, so the time series methods are not absolutely necessary.

The standard error of the estimation (empirical variance)
is calculated by the so called „jackknife ” method. Due to
the pecularities of the sampling method, this procedure
can only be applied on the county level, and is described
here in short:

In case of counties, at a given point in time, we used the
following (generalized) regression modell with a
regression coefficient fitted to country wide data:
M*=Y*+B 0(X? X*)
where M* is the estimated unemployment in the county,
X is the number of registered unemployed (Employment
Office data), Y* is the direct estimator given by CSO, X*
is the estimation of the registered unemployment coming
also from the CSO's labour Force Survey, and B0 is the
country wide linear regression coefficient between the
previous two quantities.
Our procedure is the corrected synthetic estimator
method. The resulting county and country level values
(Xcounty(t)) are then adjusted to the country level direct

SMALL AREA

ESTIMATIONS

corrX
d
county(t)=Xcounty(t) * Xcountry(t) / ? countyXcounty(t)

We form n Ji subsamples of the whole sample of the CSO
labour force survey. A subsample, or „jacknife” sub-county is
the sample without the i-th primary sampling unit (PSU). An
additive statistics on the county can be calculated by linear
interpolation based on its „jacknife sub-county” value. If we
perform this calculation for all sub-counties, we can use the
resulting (i=1...n) „pseudo-values ” for the variance and
standard error calculation.
Regional level estimations can be got by simply
adding the corresponding county level results, as the
current statistical regions in Hungary consist of complete counties.
Annual estimations are prepared using the same
methods, just the base is the sum of the quarterly or
monthly data.

(„DISTRIBUTION”)

Estimations are prepared with the above method only for
county or larger areas. These can be regarded as „small areas”
in international comparisions, and these procedures give considerably better results than the previously applied unreliable
direct method. However, the main goal was to get good data
also for areas smaller than the counties. County level numbers are therefore distributed to smaller areas. The small
areas of main interest in Hungary are:

but there are considerable differences as well. The
SAUS calculates data for both types of districts
independently, but the method of distribution is the
same.
Small area estimation is done using the populationdemand method, based on the county level results. The
following formula calculates the number of employed at
a given point in time:

Employment Office (EO) districts, which are the
administrative units of unemployment care.
Statistical microregions used in the CSO reports
when publishing geografically distributed data.
The two types of areas are approximatelly of the
same order of magnitude, counties consist of about
6-12 of these. They are overlapping in most cases,
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where all values denoted by N refer to the population and
the F values to the number of the employed people in the

age group between 15-74 years. Upper index n denotes the
last census data, lower index i refers to the small area, and
the F without indices shows the county wide employment.

Distribution of the county unemployment is done simply
according to the proportions of the registered unemployment numbers in the corresponding small area.

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS (KALMAN- FILTER)
All the methods mentioned above work with isochronous
data, that is they are based on correcting the survey
results based on other data of the same point of time. The
time series methods get the additional information from
data of the past. The combination of the two types of
methods gives an optimum use of all the information we
have for improving the reliability of our estimations.

THE

Our system uses the "structural time series
model", which has been successfully applied by
the US Buro of Labour Statistics for processing
labour market survey results. The other widely
used approach, the ARIMA modelling can be
treated as part of the more general structural
model.

MODEL

If we compare the time series of unemployment based
on the monthly survey and the series based on the registry of the National Labour Centre, we immediately
notice the difference: the survey data series jump up
and down, while the registry data change much
smoother. This is due to the so called sampling error
which deviates the data measured on a sample (e.g. on
1000 interviewed person) from the real population
value. Our model should therefore account for this
feature: we assume that the measured values are the
sum of the real population value and a random sampling error:

y(t) = ? (t) + ? (t) .
The sampling error is assumed to behave as random noise,
but still having some regular pattern due to the sample
selection method: only one third of the sample members
are changed each month. This behaviour is modelled by
an ARMA (short for autoregressive-moving average)
process, multiplied by a term which accounts for the
changing variance of the sampling error:

? (t) = ?(t)e*(t) .
The population value is structured further: We assume
that it is the sum of a regression, a seasonal and a trend
component.

? (t)=X(t)? (t)+T(t)+S(t).
where X(t) is the explanatory variable, ? (t) is a stochastically
varying regression coefficient.
The regression component relates the survey data to the
registry data. It describes how the real number of unemployed depends on the number of those who registered at
the employment service. This relation is not constant over
time, and this is why we need the additional seasonal and
trend components.
The seasonal component S(t) tries to capture the short
term changes in the composition of unemployed labour
force, e.g. young job-seekers leaving school at summer
time or the seasonality of temporary jobs in agriculture.
The trend component T(t) represents long term changes
in the behaviour of the labour force, usually only a small
correction factor to the components described above.
All these model components have several parameters,
which are usually unknown. These parameters specify
the individual model in a more general class of models. A
procedure of model fitting should be performed to find an
estimated value for them. After the initial model fitting is
done, the model can be used to get estimates or forecasts
of the values measured in the CSO survey.
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THE KALMAN -FILTER
Estimation and forecast is done by the Kalman-filter
algorithm, which is a general and optimal method to
analyse and estimate structured time series. Iterating
through the time series from its beginning to the end
and then back to its origin, the filter collects information on the behaviour of the observed series and at the
same time, prepares estimates of the underlying structure of the data. This structure is represented by the
decomposition of the measured value to the model
components defined in the above section. This is how
we obtain a time series of the estimated sampling
error, trend, seasonal and regression components. All

MODEL

we need to do is to subtract this sampling error from
the measured value, and we have the smoothed estimates of the real population value.
Forecast is done in a similar way. In the first step, the filter is run on the existing series, then it can be used to
model the behaviour of the series in later points of time.
One of the advantages of the Kalman-filter algorithm
is that it not only gives estimates of the value itself,
but estimates of its variance. Thus we also get the reliability of our estimations or forecasts.

FITTING

The model fitting procedure uses the same input data as
the data estimation procedure, and is performed as an
iteration process with the goal of maximizing the likelihood function. There are several methods for this, all of
them known as Maximum Likelihood methods. We cur-

rently use the EM-algorithm also used by the BLS in
the United States. There seems to be a need, however,
to look for a quicker algorithm, which can be combined with EM to increase the performance of the estimation procedure.

EXAMPLE
As an illustration of the type of results we get with the Kalman filter, we included the following chart:

The Input time series is the number of unemployed in the
county Zala, estimated from the CSO monthly survey.
We applied the model described above, using the number
of registered unemployed as an explanatory variable of
the regression part of the model. This Explanatory time
series is also plotted and it shows evidently less variation
than the more noisy survey time series. The Filtered time
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series is the actual result of Kalman filtering. It
includes the regression, seasonal and the trend
components. The Error time series shows the
expected error of the Kalman filter estimation
process. It is surprisingly small, but it must be
noted that it does not include the possible error of
the model selection.

TIME SERIES ADJUSTMENT (BENCHMARKING)
Once a year, when all data of the preceding year are
available, the SAUS system performs an adjustment of
the data of the previous year. This is necessary to make
the estimations conform to the HCSO annual county data.

We look for a vector

Time series adjustment is a procedure of fitting two time
series coming from different sources.

a) minimizes the deviance from the original vector z by a
constrain function (this is the sum of squares of the first
differences, in the case of the Denton method)

If we have two different time series of the same variable, but with
different sampling frequency, the two series give usually different
annual values, as the direct annual value is usually based on a
larger sample, and is more accurate than the monthly estimations.
Time series adjustment („benchmarking”) provides an
optimal way of fitting the less accurate monthly data to
the more reliable annual value. Optimal way means that
we reach conformance by the smallest possible distortion
of the in-year behaviour of the monthly series.
One of the most widespread benchmarking procedures is the
Denton method, which belongs to the class of constrained
quadratic optimization methods.
Represent the monthly data by vector

z=[z 1,z2,...z n]
and the more relieable annual series by vector

y=[y 1,y2,...yn ].

FLOWCHART

OF

x=[x1 ,x2,...xn ]
which

b) fulfils the condition that the annual sums of the monthly series are equal to the corresponding values of the
annaul series.
Thus the minimum should be reached by the constraint condition where k is the number of the in-year periods (12, if we
have monthly series), and m is the number of the years.

If we solve this mathematical problem (minimization of a
quadratic function with a constraint condition) by the
Lagrange mutiplicator method, we can get the vector x as a
linear matrix transformation of y and z.
The Denton method does not give error values for the
adjusted time series. If it will be required, the system can
be changed to the more elabourate Cholette-Dagum
method, which also calculates error estimates

SAUS
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4. THE IT SOLUTION
During the actual development of the SAUS system by
MultiRáció we followed the following principles:

The SAUS syetm requieres the following software environment:

Reliability — the SAUS system is running under Linux
operation system, data are stored in a relational database,
and regular automatic backups help to avoid data loss.

Relational database engine MySQL 3.22 or newer.

Modularity — the system consists of individual software modules, which are only connected through the
database. They get their input and place their output in
the database. The modules can be tested and developed
independently.
Maintainability — we used only mainstream technologies,
avoided solutions that would require special knowledge.

Interpreter of the Ox matrix programming language
and its SsfPack library.
X Window to run the graphical user interface program.
OpenOffice compatible office software for the
reports and especially EuroOffice to prepare
mapped graphs.

DATABASE
MySQL server running under Linux. This combination is
a widespread solution in the practice of these days, and
because it is the leading open source technology, its reliability is better than similar products on the market.

forcasting) is programmed using the Ox programming
language and the SsfPack library.

G RAPHICAL USER I NTERFACE

Time series adjustment („benchmarking”) and the distribution of county data to small areas is also done by
independent Linux programs.

Operating the system is made easy by a graphical user
interface program. This program can be used to access all
functions of the system, but for the routine tasks we can
also use simple scripts to automate the actions.

DATA

CONVERSION , EXPLANATORY VARIABLES ,

ESTIMATOR FUNCTIONS

We developed three individual programs for data input
and conversion, for the calculation of the explanatory
variables (magy) and for the estimator functions and their
variance (bf13).

KALMAN- FILTER
The Kalman-filter algorithm (time series estimation and
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BENCHMARKING , SMALL AREA ESTIMATION

REPORTS
Reports are prepared by EuroOffice templates.
EuroOffice is a full featured office productivity suite
based on the open standard OpenOffice.org. The tables
of the reports can be viewed and used for further analysis by any of the office programs in the OpenOffice
family, e.g. StarOffice, or OpenOffice.org itself. The
template has a direct database connection, which makes
it easy to update the tables and the graphs. The reports
can be saved in MS Excel format as well. EuroOffice
also supports mapped charts, which can visualize country or county wide spatial distributon of unemployment
data.

Block diagram of the SAUS system

Web site
The small area labour force data can be found at the web site of the National Employment Office: http://www.afsz.hu
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